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Abstract: The article presents the negative aspects of the influence of static and dynamic acceleration
on the accuracy of pressure measurement for a selected type of transmitter. The influence of static
accelerations from catalog notes was shown and compared with the tests results for a few selected
sensors. The results of research on the influence of dynamic acceleration for various types of its
variability for selected converters are presented. Moreover, a method of measurement patented
by the authors that uses a complex transducer is shown. The method allows for more accurate
measurements on moving objects. The tests were performed based on the proposed method. The
obtained results of the influence of acceleration on the classical sensor as well as the construction
using the proposed method are shown. The paper presents approximate pressure measurement
errors resulting from the influence of acceleration. For example, errors in measuring the speed of
an airplane may occur without the proposed method. The last part of the article presents a unique
design dedicated to a multi-point pressure measurement system, which uses the presented method
of eliminating the influence of accelerations on the pressure measurement.

Keywords: pressure transducer; piezoresistive pressure transducer; static acceleration; dynamic
acceleration; compensation for the acceleration effect; aircraft flight speed measurement error; wind
tunel; wind turbines; pressure measurements

1. Introduction

This article concerns the negative aspects of measurements with the use of MEMS
piezoresistive pressure sensors, e.g., with a diaphragm. Sensors of this type have a signif-
icant position in measurements, mainly due to the number of areas of their application.
The trend of development and areas of application has also forced a significant evolution
of pressure sensors. For example, popular piezoelectric sensors have found applications
other than MEMS from the point of view of construction and physics of operation. Another
popular type is transducers, which due to their filigree nature, allow for installation in
difficult inaccessible places on the measured object. Examining the literature, one can
find transducer structures in construction. For example, the authors of [1] proposed a
solution for a cheap pressure sensor, the design of which uses a strain gauge bridge system.
Article [2] proposed a sensor solution based on a heterojunction SI/ZnO diode. According
to the authors, the dominant structures in the consumer electronics market are based on
GaN/AlGaN, Au/ZnO, and NiO/ZnO. The authors showed a structure based on a diode,
which can be used as a pressure sensor. Testing and analysis of the proposed structure were
performed by the authors using the TCAD-ATLAS software. The performed tests show
characteristics obtained for a pressure range from 0 to 300 Pa. The authors suggest using
the sensor in devices with touch sensors. From the point of view of microstructure develop-
ment, a very interesting solution is shown in article [3]. The article presents a new solution
for the structure of the MEMS piezoresistive sensor. An innovative approach to the design
of membrane in this type of sensor was proposed. A patterned structure was proposed by
the authors, instead of the classic perforated structure found in most commercial solutions.
According to the article, the solution reduced the thickness of the membrane in some areas.
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That increased the sensitivity and the measurement result, assuming the slimming of the
diaphragm may affect its mass and thus the influence of acceleration on the measurement
result. Probably this may reduce the influence of acceleration on the measurement result. It
is worth noticing that more and more sophisticated materials are used in the production
process of pressure transducers. In [4], the authors presented results of the research on
piezoresistive graphene sensors with a special zigzag structure. In the article, the men-
tioned structure was tested on a square membrane using the finite element method with
the help of the COMSOL Multiphysics tool (COMSOL, Inc., 100 District Avenue Burlington,
MA 01803, USA). The authors confirmed the high sensitivity of the proposed solution
in the effective measuring range of 0–100 psi. Currently, there are many applications of
pressure sensors on the market in consumer and medical measurements. Sensors of this
type are often based on simple solutions that allow them to be mounted in consumer
devices such as smartphones to monitor the selected life functions of people. However,
in medical areas, some sophisticated and interesting pressure transducer applications can
be found. In article [5], the authors discussed the issues related to the use of pressure
sensors as electronic bioresorbable implants. It is a new trend of electronics in medicine
and invasive surgery. One of the examples is in [4], where the authors presented some
results of the research on piezoresistive graphene sensors with a special zigzag structure.
The authors emphasized the possibility of using this type of structure, e.g., in veterinary
medicine to detect blood vessel obstruction in selected animal species and in postoperative
measurements to monitor the patient’s condition. The advantage of the sensor is its life, the
parameters related to sensitivity, linearity of the output signal characteristic to pressure
changes, and its durability. From the sensorial point of view, medical applications are also
very similar to those in soft or flexible robotics. This type of approach to transducers has
been described in [6], which presents a sensor for monitoring biomedical activities or one
that can be used in robotic applications. The study presents the structure of the TIPS sensor
with a sensitivity in the range of Smin > 200 kPa−1, Smax > 45,000 kPa−1, and a wide range
of pressure change detection in the range of 20 Pa up to 1.4 MPa. The presented work
proves the possibility of using sensors made of pseudo-capacitive materials for flexible
robotics applications. In the case of applications related to mechanical engineering, it is
more common to use ready-made commercial sensors that are not necessarily a proprietary
solution. In the article [7], the authors mention the wide application and importance of
modern strain gauges in measuring the monitoring of air loads on structures. Unfortunately,
measurements of this type are very invasive and require an extensive wiring system. While
the conditions of this type are easy to ensure in the laboratory, they can be very difficult
to implement in the case of dynamic measurements. The authors proposed an alternative
approach using MEMS strain gauges. They are used to measure the aerodynamic pressure
distribution around the tested structural element of the aircraft and thus the dynamic
aerodynamic loads on the wing. A measurement unit with 64 sensors wing “glove” for
measuring the pressure distribution in selected parts of the structure was used for the
measurements. The solution was built using the existing pressure sensors. The authors
showed the possibility of using pressure sensors to obtain the characteristics of aerody-
namic changes in a characteristic flight state, and thus to detect, e.g., a stall state of the
aircraft. The authors tested the proposed solution for pull-up and push-over maneuvers,
parabolic flight, and stall. For a stall, it was possible to detect a flow separation point. The
authors note that the extrapolated results result from some simplifications resulting from
the prototype nature of the system and the fact that the pressure distribution was measured
only on a single wing section. Another interesting solution is in the article [8]. It presents an
innovative approach to the use of a pressure sensor to calibrate a photogrammetric system
designed for optical measurements in the underwater environment. The methodology
presented by the authors is based on a cheap device that uses depth readings based on
changes in the pressure of the water environment. The pressure sensor has been properly
synchronized with the digital camera and closed in a special pressure cover. Unfortunately,
the authors of the idea do not mention exactly what type of pressure sensor was used. It
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can be assumed they used an embedded module with a built-in miniature MEMS sensor.
Our presented article refers to a significant problem related to measurements of pressures
on moving objects. For example, vehicles that are in typical operation such as aircraft. The
difficulty of performing pressure measurements in such objects is related to unquestionable
problematic features of popular pressure sensors. Unfortunately, in addition to responding
to the pressure parameter, most pressure MEMS transducers with membranes are sensitive
to accelerations. It should be noticed that there is less reliable information about the pos-
sibility of eliminating this problem in measurements apart from a few publications. The
authors of publication [9] noticed the influence of acceleration on the pressure measure-
ment, however, for piezoelectric sensors. The problem concerns the instantaneous impact
(instantaneous) acceleration. After analyzing the principle and theoretical foundations of
the selected effect caused by acceleration, the authors analyzed the static and dynamic
effects of the impacts on the crystal structure in the piezoelectric sensor. By combining
empirical systems decomposition (EMD) with the system identification theory (SIT), the
authors proposed a digital filter whose task is to compensate for acceleration from shocks.
The authors claim that the filter obtained measurement results 11% lower than without the
use of the filter. The situation will be slightly different in the case of using MEMS sensors
on dynamic objects. There may be acceleration not of expiring character, but, e.g., con-
stantly or dynamically changing in a long period. For this reason, pressure measurements
performed in various phases of flight, for example, during spin [10] with classical methods
may be disturbed with additional uncertainty. Pressure measurements are significant in
the operational issues of many mechanical devices, as they often constitute a source of
indirect information about the condition of an object. Depending on the object, the pressure
and other physical quantities are indirectly measured: fluid flow velocity, volume flow or
mass, distribution of mechanical loads, i.e., forces of the pressure of the incoming fluid on a
specific body, climb speed, flight speed, flight altitude, etc. The problem of disturbance of
the pressure measurement results due to acceleration in the variable orientation conditions
of the transducer, pressure gauge relative to the vertical on a moving object such as a car or
an aircraft, concerns all groups of pressure transducers. Today, several types of pressure
transducers are used. They are inductive, capacitive, strain gauge, and the latest generation
of the MEMS family; for example, microscale transducers made with a silicon structure.
This group uses piezoresistive or capacitive transducers [11–17]. In almost all transducer
groups, the pressure measurement consists of determining the degree of deformation of the
elastic element. It is affected by the forces resulting from the pressure difference between
these spaces separated by the elastic element, element b in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. MEMS technology pressure transducer cross-section, a—protective gel cover, b—measuring
structure (silicon membrane), c—metal part of the cover, d—main cover, e—measuring structure place of
attachment, f—signal output, and g—pins (Image drawn based on the literature informations [18–23]).

2. Influence of Acceleration on the Measuring Structure of Pressure Transducers

As mentioned in the first section, the essential element of the pressure transducer is
the partition between the chambers, i.e., the elastic structure-b Figure 1. On the other hand,
in Figure 2, the designation “s” was marked.
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Figure 2. Model of a pressure transducer with an indication of the elastic diaphragm and force
components where: Fp—pressure force; Fg—gravitational force; α—angle between the plane of the
diaphragm and the vertical direction; Fa—force due to dynamic acceleration; and β—angle between
the plane of the diaphragm and the direction of the transducer movement, a—acceleration of a
moving sensor installed on a moving object, S—membrane surface, g—gravitational acceleration,
and m—mass of the membrane and the separator.

Regardless of the processing method or technology of manufacturing the transducer,
the way of its operation remains similar. The pressure difference of p1 and p2 results, the
difference of the pressure forces Fp on the elastic element causes its deformation. Therefore,
it is enough to measure it using one of the methods and represent it as pressure.

Fp = S ∗ ∆p (1)

Unfortunately, this is not the only force acting on a membrane made of a material of a
certain mass, thus subject to the laws of Newton’s physics.

Fg = mgsinα (2)

Fg is the weight force that depends on the angle of the transducer plane to the vertical
direction and size of the mass of the membrane with the separating gel, as shown in
Figure 2. The transducer shown in Figure 1 reacts to the acceleration of a static nature.

Fa = m
dv
dt

sinβ (3)

If it responds to static acceleration, it must also respond to dynamic acceleration
related to the movement of the sensor relative to the ground, and it is, as described in
Equation (3). Therefore, in addition to the force that is responsible for the pressure, the
measuring structure is also influenced by the force associated with accelerations. It is
expressed in the following expression:

∑ F = S∗∆p + mgsinα+ m
dv
dt

sinβ (4)

3. Research Results of the Influence of Acceleration on the Measuring Accuracy of
Pressure Transducers

In all types of pressure transducers, the measurement is obtained by measuring
the deformation of the elastic element. The previous considerations showed that one
of the parameters causing deformation of the measuring diaphragm was its weight in
reaction to the angle of orientation to the vertical direction. If the position of the pressure
gauge or sensor is changed during pressure measurement, the indication may change
significantly therefore. Based on the research carried out for selected latest generation
piezoresistive sensors, considerable variability of the influence of acceleration on the
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measurement between the tested transducers can be noticed. However, it is positive that
there is high repeatability of this phenomenon in specific groups of sensors.

Table 1 presents the comparison of the catalog data with the dependence of the acceler-
ation effect obtained in the research. Unfortunately, most transducer manufacturers do not
provide these data. The most noticeable influence of this phenomenon is in the inductive
transducers. In the group of the latest technology, for example, piezoresistive transducers,
this problem also occurs and is quite differential. That means, during the measurement
with a modern MEMS transducer, pressure at the level of several Pascals, a change in the
position or angular orientation of the transducer may result in a measurement error of
100%. The influence of acceleration concerns mainly low values of the measured pressure.
Unfortunately, many manufacturers do not mention this impact in their catalog notes.

Table 1. Summary for several types of transducers and the influence of catalog and tested static
acceleration [18,19,24].

Type of Transducer Catalog Data
[Pa/1g]

Research Data
[Pa/1g]

Aplisens PR50 (1kPa) No data 8

Aplisens PR50 (10 kPa) No data 12

Freescale MPX 2010 (10 kPa) No data 13

PAN PRC10 (1kPa) No data 40

3.1. Influence of the Dynamic Component of Acceleration on the Pressure Measurement

The measurement of dynamic accelerations concerns measurements on moving objects,
mechanisms, and elements of moving machines, e.g., on aircraft, where pressure is often
measured. The parameters of the movement of such an object are measured indirectly
by measuring the pressure with damming methods, e.g., with the directional Prandtl or
Pitot tube with the participation of a selected transducer. In this way, the flight speed is
measured, or the change in the speed of the flight altitude [12]. Aircraft descent or climbing
parameters are also determined using pressure. In such situations, measurement errors
from the converter caused by the dynamic acceleration may be very important.

Figure 3 shows the dependence of the output signal from the converter subjected to
increasing acceleration, with the pressure signal equal to zero. The chart in 3., scaled to
pressure units, shows the transmitter indications caused only by changes in acceleration, at
a given set pressure at a constant unchanged level.
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Theoretically, a pressure sensor working as a pressure transmitter should only respond
to a change in inlet pressure. In real conditions, it turns out that this is not the case. Since
the input pressure difference is zero, the output should also be zero. However, it increases
proportionally to the amplitude of acceleration to which it has been influenced. Figure 4
shows the research results on the influence of harmonic force signal (vibration), where
the sensor was mounted on a vibrating table with controlled vibration parameters. No
pressure to the sensor was applied. Both chambers were pressure equalized. Therefore,
the pressure output from the transducer should be zero. Unfortunately, Figure 4 shows
otherwise. Moreover, the visible signal of the transmitter’s response scaled to the amount
of pressure in Pa units, maps the form of the forcing input signal, the acceleration a(t).
The shape of the p(t) response chart illustratively corresponds to the nature of mechanical
vibrations resulting only from the given acceleration. On the other hand, Figure 5 shows
the results of an experiment considering the polyharmony type of input forcing signal.
After analyzing the p(t) response from Figure 5, similar conclusions can be taken out as in
the case of the harmonic input forcing signal from Figure 4.
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Figure 6 shows the dependence of the output signal as effectiveness values depending
on the frequency of the set vibrations. The example tests were carried out by changing the
frequency of the forcing signal in the range from zero to 2000 Hz.

3.2. Examples of Incorrect Use of Chosen Pressure Sensors

In many situations, while performing pressure measurements on mechanical objects,
the acceleration influence problem can be very significant. Two examples of cases are
shown below. The first concerns aviation issues, and the second one shows measurements
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on stationary machines with rotating elements. In aviation, the typically measured flight
parameters related to the translational movement of the aircraft are the flight speed of the
object, speed of climb or descent, and flight altitude. Measurements of these quantities are
made based on pressure processing, i.e., with the use of pressure sensors. In stationary
ground-based devices, by considering that the magnitude of the influence depends on the
angle of the sensor plane to the acceleration vector, so the impact of acceleration can be
neutralized for selected conditions by proper sensors installation. Unfortunately, for objects
that move in all directions, especially aircraft or submarines, this is a more complex action
and sometimes physically impossible to perform.
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Speed Measurement of Flying Objects

The measurement of the speed of flying objects is carried out indirectly by measuring
the dynamic pressure, for example, supplied from a Prandtl tube installed in the fuselage
can be expressed in the form of a general Equation:

w =

√
2∗Pd
ρ

(5)

where: w-airplane flight speed; Pd-dynamic pressure from the Prandtl damming probe;
ρ-air density.

As can be seen from dependence Equation 5, the estimation of the velocity is performed
by the pressure signal from the pressure transducer supplied from the Prandtl probe.
Therefore, the problem of sensitivity to the variability of the acceleration of the object is
important.

Table 2 shows several results of the dependence of the error signal on the acceleration
converted into flight speed in the case of speed measurement. One can see how huge errors
in measuring basic flight parameters can be.

Table 2. Examples parameters of the influence of acceleration on the measurement of airplane speed.

G Acceleration Influence [Pa] w (Aircraft Speed) [m/s] w (Aircraft Speed) [km/h]

1 13 5 18

5 65 10 36

10 130 15 54

Changing the trajectory during the flight with an acceleration of, e.g., 5 g, results in a
speed measurement error of about 36 km. The positive or negative value depends on the
direction of this change. The indications of such a measurement will be overestimated or
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understated. Ignoring this influence may have dangerous consequences, especially in this
type of application. Obtaining changes in acceleration at the level shown is nothing special,
as in military aircrafts these are significantly higher values. Similarly, in light unmanned
airplanes, due to the significant relation of low inertia, because of the object mass in relation
to speed rate of velocity parameters. It should be noticed that in most cases, flying objects
use electronic autopilots. The measured signal from the pressure instruments read by
such a system is the input to generate the proper input signal to controls the electronic
propulsion and avionics systems.

An example is measuring pressure variability on a wind turbine profile.
In research, especially modeling, to measure the forces and dynamics of pressure on

the surface of a wind turbine profile, the sensor is located closest to the pressure source,
i.e., inside the profile [27]. In this case, the sensor is subjected to a variable centripetal
acceleration.

Example data:

• Type of wind turbine: vertical type;
• Rotational speed: 300 [rpm];
• Staggering radius: 1.2 [m];

Estimation of loads acting on the sensor:

• N = 300 [rpm] = 5 [Hz] so: ω =31.4159265
[

rad
s

]
≈ 31

[
rad

s

]
• Centripetal acceleration:

a = ω2 ∗ R = 1180
[m

s2

]
= 120[g]

• So, the maximum output from acceleration for the sensor shown:

u = 108 ∗ 13 = 1400 [Pa ]

On the other hand, the range of pressure variability, which is within the scope of tests
on the profile surfaces, is the range of the order <0; 6000> Pa.

The conclusion is that the signal derived from the acceleration is within the expected
value of the pressure variation. This is a situation where the measured quantity will be
measured with a huge error. The example is for a very small model. In the case of large
ones where the spinning diameter may be in the order of 150 m, the situation may be
more significant.

4. The Research Methodology and Proposed Solution

The measurement system was USB1608FS 16 bit and the measurement software DA-
SYLAB. An exemplary structural software is shown in Figure 7.

The tested pressure transducers had analog outputs and standard ADXL family ac-
celerometer measured as reference transducer static and dynamic accelerations. The in-
fluence of static acceleration was tested by changing the orientation of the transducer to
the gravity vector ± 90 degrees. Thus, a variability of 2 g was obtained. For higher values,
sensors were installed on the centrifuge during testing of V-type wind turbines in a wind
tunnel. Under such conditions, constant accelerations for ω = const were obtained. The
experimental stand shows Figure 8.

On the other hand, the influence of dynamic acceleration was realized by installing
the transducer tested on the electrodynamic vibrating table with a known adjustable
value of acceleration and vibration frequency Figure 9. In Figure 7 the “a” icon is the
USB1608FS measuring system, while the others are libraries of the program that performs
measurement, processing, “c” virtual tools, and “f” recording of instantaneous values and
“g” of averaged values.
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4.1. The Proposed Method for Eliminating the Influence of Acceleration on the Measurement and
Error of the Pressure Sensor

To perform correct measurements in the abovementioned situations, the simplest
solution would be to prepare a hybrid sensor structure made of two identical transducers.
It can be obtained from merging them in the same spatial orientation with mechanical
merging, e.g., gluing.

The measurement method with such a sensor would also be a compensation method [28].
In such a configuration shown in Figure 10, the transducer C1 is a measuring transducer
to which the measured pressure is applied. The measured signal is the sum of the real
signals, i.e., the pressure origin and the acceleration signals. The C2 transducer works as
an acceleration measuring device, the K3 and K4 ports are not connected. The difference
between the two output signals is a signal only from the measured pressure according to
the dependence (6).

U = U1 − U2 = f[k(∆p; g; a)− k(g; a)] = k∆p (6)

where U—output signal from the complex transducer; U1—the output signal from the mea-
suring transducer; U2—the output signal from the compensation transducer; ∆p—measured
differential pressure; K—constant of the transducers; g—Earth acceleration of a static nature;
and a—dynamic acceleration.

4.2. Proposed Multi-Point Pressure Measurement System

Proposed multi-point differential pressure measurement on a moving object can be
performed using the described compensation method of the influence of acceleration on
the pressure measurement. Presentation of the prepared system in the form of individual
sensors units in one single package, where the sensor is used for compensation is shown in
Figure 11 In such an arrangement, the package is adapted to measure six pressures. The
seventh-external sensor is a reference for the others, and it works as an accelerometer. The
condition is that all sensors must be from the same group of measurement ranges.
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5. Research Results of the Proposed Hybrid Compensated Transducer

Figure 12 shows the course of the output signal from the transducer as a function of
acceleration, chart “A”, “without correction” for the measured pressure equal to zero.
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On the other hand, chart “B” is a measurement using the method proposed by the
authors. It is visible that in the case of a classic measurement at the sensor output with
pressure parameters equal to zero, a signal is generated proportional to the acceleration
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value when the expected value should be equal to zero. Such a signal added to the value of
the variable component of the measured pressure constitutes a fundamental error resulting
directly from an incorrect measurement method. That is important because, in the case
of measuring low pressures, that influence may be much higher even than the currently
measured pressure value. For example, when measuring 10 Pa under the conditions of
variation of acceleration at the level of 10 g, the indication will be 140 Pa, which means that
the relative measurement error is 1300%. The value of such a measurement is questionable.
Using the method proposed by the authors, it can be noticed from the waveform “B” that
the output signal does not depend on the acceleration value to which the sensor is subjected
and is close to 0.

Figure 13 shows the example sensor’s response to variable loads, i.e., harmonic vi-
brations, curve A for the classic method and curve B-for the proposed method using the
proposed hybrid transducer. The amplitude of the signal variation for the casual solution
reaches 20 units, while the proposed one only reaches a few units. This difference shows a
qualitative improvement in the obtained measurement result.
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converter in the form of instantaneous values for a = 1g and f = 30 Hz, A—without correction, and
B—with proposed correction.

Figure 14 shows the response-output signals and the forcing of the combined trans-
ducer from Figure 10. In this case, the forcing signal “a” had a harmonic character with
the frequency f = 200 Hz and the acceleration variability up to 16 g. The p1 and p2 sig-
nals converted to pressure parameters are similar. Some discrepancies result from the
non-identical parameters of individual converters. In real conditions, it can be corrected
by changing the track amplification. The signal dp is a differential signal whose value is
around zero because the transducer at the pressure inputs had a value of zero. On the other
hand, Figure 15 shows the response of the complex transducer similar to Figure 10 only
for the forcing conditions f = 200 Hz and a = 3 g. The Figure 16 shows the response of
the complex sensor to the dynamic harmonic signal with the parameters f = 140 Hz, and
amplitude a = 1.42 g, red, the parameter measured with the ADXL accelerometer. The p1
and p2 curves are the output signals from two transducers, while the dn is a differential
signal because of the proposed method. Figure 17 shows the waveforms obtained from
both sensors p1, p2, and the differential dp as the output for low frequency polyharmonic
forcing signal and acceleration a = 1 g (Rms). As in previous tests, the output signal contains
minimal amplitude fluctuations at the level of 2 Pa due to the heterogeneous structure of the
separating gel. Concerning the range of the tested sensor of 10,000 Pa, 2 Pa is the noise area
and is negligibly small. For all tested cases, the input pressure signal was equal to zero, so
the dp curve should have a value of zero. However, there were some fluctuations in the 2 Pa
region, probably due to the inhomogeneous structure of the separating gel. The influence of
variable acceleration at the transducer’s outputs in the form of p1 and p2 signals has been
compensated. That proves the correct operation of the proposed method. The obtained
results are generally 10 times smaller than without this method. Minor fluctuations can also
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be caused by system noise and the sensors themselves; 1 Pa is a very small amount. The
proposed solution undoubtedly requires further detailed research, but the overall proposed
method gives promising results.
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6. Conclusions

The tests carried out on selected transducers confirmed the thesis concerning the
influence of acceleration on the pressure measurement result. The elastic element as the
main part of the pressure transducer has a specific mass with additional gel mass separating.
According to Newton’s dynamics rules, it must react to acceleration, including gravity. The
deformation of an elastic element is a result of the thrust force from the measured pressure
difference and the force resulting from acceleration. Research showed that this phenomenon
is even more complex when pressure is measured on moving objects. Problematic cases
are measurements on aircraft, submarines, or cars, where the variability of the acceleration
acting on the sensor is the sum of the terrestrial and dynamic related to the movement of a
given object. The effect of this phenomenon is a constant value due to the invariability of
the mass of the sensor’s measuring elements. Its changes, however, are proportional to the
amount of acceleration. Such a measured signal distortion concerns mainly the group of
low-pressure sensors of the order of several to tens of thousands of Pa. This fact results in
the inability to use some sensors in moving objects, especially in the case of low-pressure
measurements. In such cases, the authors proposed using a specially developed sensor
structure based on a previously patented measurement method. The method of assembling
two of the same sensors. One acts as pressure measurement, and the other, without pressure
connections, act as a compensating acceleration effect. The differential signal “dp” (B) will
in fact only be proportional to the pressure value. It should be emphasized here that in
the case of measuring multiple pressures on an object, one sensor will play the role of
compensation. As a result of the research carried out on the proposed structure, there are
some minor fluctuations “dp” of the output signal, which increase with the acceleration
amplitude. It probably comes from the separating mass-gel, which is a heterogeneous
structure. The authors used this method in other research works in the study of flow
phenomena in the wind tunnel, e.g., in the study of wind turbines of pressure distribution
on a rotating profile.
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